Materials dealing with aspects of argumentation theory are cited in this annotated bibliography. The 50 citations are organized by topic as follows: (1) argumentation; (2) the nature of argument; (3) traditional perspectives on argument; (4) argument diagrams; (5) Chaim Perelman's theory of rhetoric; (6) the evaluation of argument; (7) argument fields; (8) argument and attitude change; and (9) argument in interaction. (SKC)
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Books


**Articles**

**Nature of Argument**


**Traditional Perspectives on Argument**


Blitzer, L. R. (1959). *Aristotle's enthymeme revisited,* QJS, 55, 265-75. *Defines the enthymeme as a syllogism based on probabilities, signs, and examples, which persuades through collaboration of speaker and audience.*


Greek rhetoric.

Ochs, D. J. (1969). Aristotle's concept of formal topics. SM, 36, 419-25. A dialectical topic is a relationship between predicates and subjects; rhetorical topics are argument forms, relationships between terms, propositions, or past, present, and future events.

Argument Diagrams


Burleson, B. A. (1979). On the analysis and criticism of arguments: Some theoretical and methodological considerations. JAF, 15, 137-47. Argues that Willard (1976) criticizes argument diagrams for inability to model argument2, a task they were not intended to do. ERIC EJ 210 715.


Perelman


Perelman, C. (1984). The new rhetoric and the rhetoricians: Remembrances and comments. QJS, 70, 188-95. Corrects misconceptions about his theory, and stresses his notion that law is to rhetoric as mathematics is to formal logic. ERIC EJ 299 349.


Evaluating Argument


Argument Fields

Rowland, R. C. (1982). The influence of purpose on fields of argument. JAFRA, 18, 228-45. Argues that purpose influences other characteristics of argument fields, so this conception is useful for identifying and studying fields.

Willard, C. A. (1981). Argument fields and theories of logical types. JAFRA, 17, 129-45. Argues that argument fields are sociological entities and that it is inappropriate to define them on the basis of logical types.


Argument and Attitude Change


Petty, R. E., & Cacioppo, J. T. (1984). The effects of involvement on responses to argument quality and quantity: Central and peripheral routes to persuasion. JPSP, 46, 69-81. Number of arguments is more important on uninvolved topics, while strength of argument is more important on highly involving topics.

Argument in Interaction

